External demands may occur at any of the network's nodes. These demands occur continuously at item specific constant rates. Components may be assembled in any given proportions.
SIMPLE POWER-OF-TWO POLICIES IN PRODUCTION/DISTRIBUTION rithm uses
divide-and-conquer method and requires at most 21NI -1 calls to a general oracle for minimizing a submodular function (e.g., the ellipsoid method, Gr6tschel et al. 1981 ). Zheng (1987) describes two more efficient algorithms which consist of a limited number of polymatroid maximum flow computations. The only oracle required in these algorithms is one for polymatroid membership. In contrast with Queyranne's approach, this oracle can be specific to the submodular setup cost function being used. The networks in which these maximum flows need to be determined have, in addition to the usual upper bounds on individual arcs, additional capacity constraints for collections of arcs pointing to the network's sink. These maximum flow problems thus represent special cases of the polymatroidal network flow problems introduced by Hassin (1978 Hassin ( , 1982 and Lawler and Martel (1982) . See Hassin, Lawler and Martel, and Tardos et al. (1986) for efficient algorithms for this general class of maximum flow problems. The number of maximum flow computations is at most 21NI -1 in the first of the two algorithms in Zheng (1987) and bounded by the number of distinct components in the optimal power-of-two vector in the second algorithm.
Earlier algorithms for special cases include the seminal papers of Maxwell and Muckstadt (1985) and Roundy (1986) . The former address networks with separable costs, restricting themselves to nested power-of-two policies. (Under a nested policy, each node places an order each time one of its immediate predecessor nodes in the network does; the nestedness condition simplifies the analysis and computations significantly but, as pointed out in Roundy 1985, such policies may have a rather poor cost performance.) Roundy (1986) considers all (nested and nonnested) power-of-two policies under separable costs or nonseparable structures generated by the abovementioned family model.
In ?2 we specify the model, and formulate the problem of finding an optimal power-of-two policy as one of finding a saddlepoint of a nonlinear program with special integrality constraints implied by the power-of-two restrictions. In ?3 we derive alternative formulations for the continuous relaxation of this program (obtained by relaxing the power-of-two integrality constraints). These are needed for the above described worst case performance analysis of power-of-two policies, which can be found in ?4. In ?5 we show that the same worst case optimality gaps arise when restricting oneself to nested policies only.
2. Notation and preliminary results. For each node i E N, let P(i) indicate the set of its immediate predecessors in the network, i.e., P(i) = {j E N (j, i) E A). (P(i) represents the set of products which are used as inputs in the production of product i.) For each arc (i, j) E A, Aij represents the number of units of product i required to produce one unit of product j. Let di represent the rate at which external demands for product i arise; h' denotes the cost per unit of time for carrying one unit of product i in inventory. The incremental holding cost rate for product i is given by hi=hi-E Ajih'
These incremental holding cost rates are assumed to be nonnegative, i.e., hi > 0, We assume that the system starts with zero inventory throughout. Finally it is assumed that when an order is placed for one or more products, it is delivered instantaneously. The planning problem becomes significantly harder under general nonzero leadtimes. See, however, Roundy (1986) for certain special cases which are tractable. Let C* denote the minimum long-run average system-wide cost.
One of the advantages of power-of-two policies is the fact that relatively simple formulations may be obtained for their long-run average system-wide costs. Since Hr > 0, the optimal objective value for (P) remains unchanged when relaxing the constraints (4a) to:
(4a') r > ti, all r e R and i e r.
We redefine t := (t, r) where r = {rr: r E R}.
3. The continuous relaxation of (P): alternative formulations. Except for the special integrality constraints (4b), the problem of finding an optimal power-of-two policy ((P)) can thus be formulated as one of finding a saddlepoint of a so-called convex-concave function in the vector pair (k, t) with both k and t to be chosen from separate polyhedra of special structure. For, let N = N U R, T = {t E RINI: t > 0, t satisfies (4a'), (4b)}. Define the function f(t, k) = Ei Nki/ti + Er RHrTr and note that f(t, k) is convex-concave, i.e., it is convex in t and linear and hence concave in k. Problem (P) may then be written as min maxf(t, k). In this section we consider the continuous relaxation of (P) obtained by relaxing the integrality constraints (4b). Thus, let T = {t E RINI: t > 0, t satisfies (4a')}: (6)(RP) c* = min maxf (t, k).
teT kEK Theorem 1 below shows that the optimal value of the continuous relaxation (RP) constitutes a lower bound for the minimum system-wide costs under any strategy (in addition to it obviously being a lower bound for the cost value of the best power-of-two policy). This result, while of interest by itself, also provides the foundation for the proof of our main result (Theorem 2), by establishing the existence of a power-of-two policy t* with cost C[t*] < 1.021c* and hence C[t*] < 1.021C*.
To prepare the proof of this theorem, we derive an equivalent formulation of (RP). We first show that the minimum and maximum operators in (6) may be interchanged. In view of (8), it suffices to show that (9) f(t,k) > co for all t E T\ and k EK.
Thus, fix t E T\ 0 and k E K.
Observe that it suffices to consider the following two cases:
(1) ta = mini N ti < t-for some a E N. Clearly, Roundy (1985 Roundy ( , 1986 . The first of the two algorithms in Zheng (1987) , discussed in the introduction, finds an optimal solution (t*, k*) for (RP) as well as a corresponding optimal dual solution (x*, v*), see Lemma 3. 4. A lower bound theorem and worst case analysis of power-of-two policies. In this section we show that the optimal value of the continuous relaxation (RP) of (P) constitutes a lower bound for the minimum system-wide average cost under any strategy. This allows us to demonstrate that the average cost of an optimal power-oftwo policy comes within 6% or 2% of this lower bound depending upon whether the base planning period TL is fixed or variable.
We first need the following preliminaries: each unit of each product may clearly be assigned to a specific route and it is thus possible to distinguish between different units of the same product according to the specific routes they have been assigned to. Consider a given policy, time t > 0, and route r = (i0,..., im). Define, as in Roundy (1986) , route r's echelon inventory Et as the total number of units of product il, which are held in stock somewhere along the route r at time t (perhaps as components of more advanced products) and which have been specified to follow route r, measured in multiples of ?dr, i.e., as twice the number of time units of demand for product r's (unique) end item which this inventory is capable of supporting. (Recall dr is is strictly monotone, and continues to be submodular.) Let C* denote the minimum system wide cost and c* the optimal values of (RP) under the setup cost function K(-). By the above proof, we have c* < C* for all e > 0. Moreover, c* = lim, 0 c* and C* = lim, o C*. Thus, c* < C*. o The proof of the above theorem bears similarity to that in Roundy (1986) for the model considered ibid.
As in prior analyses of this type (Maxwell and Muckstadt 1985, Roundy 1986, Federgruen and Zheng 1988a) , the worst case analysis of power-of-two policies is completed by showing that any optimal replenishment vector t for (RP) may be replaced by a feasible power-of-two vector t* whose (long-run average) cost value is at most 6% (2%) higher than c* when the base planning period TL is fixed (variable).
In case TL is fixed, it suffices to replace each component i of t* by a power-of-two multiple of TL which is closest in a relative sense, i.e., such that max{t*/t*, t*/t*} is closest to one.
If TL may be varied, its optimal value may be found by a simple O(n log n) search procedure, see Roundy (1985) . We are now ready for our main result: (1986) . o The proof of Theorem 2(a) is a variant of that of Theorem 5 in Federgruen and Zheng (1988a) and the 94% theorem in Roundy (1986) .
We note that, if K(.) is strictly monotone, the power-of-two policy generated by applying the above rounding procedure to an optimal solution of (RP) is in fact optimal among power-of-two policies, i.e., it solves (P). See Zheng (1987) for a proof. 5. Nested policies. As pointed out in the introduction, it is considerably simpler to compute optimal nested power-of-two policies instead of optimal general powerof-two policies. (On the other hand, as pointed out by Roundy 1985 , and referred to in the introduction, all nested policies may be significantly more expensive than other feasible policies.) In this section we show that the 2% or 6% worst case optimality
